
How to Implement  
MITRE’s World-class SOC  
Strategies with  
Resolution Intelligence Cloud



• Gain situational awareness across all security and operational 
data to improve threat detection and response while also  
improving availability and performance. 

• Reduce noise and resolve incidents faster with extensive  
context and cross-functional collaboration. 

• Proactively find and fix vulnerabilities and dramatically  
increase SOC effectiveness.

As threat actors continue to innovate and the threat landscape continues to grow,  
enterprises cannot afford to rely on traditional, reactive solutions. Instead, they  
must consider taking a completely new approach to managing security and 
IT operations.

This e-book is intended to help chief information security officers (CISOs) and  
security operations center (SOC) teams understand how they can optimize and 
transform operations by using the Netenrich Resolution Intelligence Cloud™  
platform to implement MITRE’s recommended world-class SOC strategies.

This new and innovative data analytics approach helps teams to:

How to Implement MITRE’s World-class SOC Strategies 
with Resolution Intelligence Cloud
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Executive Summary 

In March 2022, MITRE, a U.S.-based tech foundation for the public good, released  
 11 Strategies of a World-class Cybersecurity Operations Center — an amped-up 
practical guide to enhancing digital defenses and improving SOC efficacy. It dives 
deep into how the right approaches can help organizations — of any size or IT/SOC 
maturity level —  overcome a multitude of challenges to optimize operations. 

In this e-book, we deconstruct those strategies and show how Netenrich’s Resolution 
Intelligence Cloud  maps to each to improve an organization’s security and risk  
posture while also shifting ops forward with data analytics and a predictive approach.
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Key Takeaways

MITRE Strategy 1: Know what you are protecting and why
MITRE suggests SOCs develop situational awareness across five key areas:

• Business/mission.
• Legal and regulatory environment.
• Technical and data environment.
• Users, user behaviors, and service interactions.
• Threat.

Resolution Intelligence Cloud ingests all security and operations data and renders a 
common operational picture that gives SOCs the situational awareness they need to 
identify suspicious behaviors or situations. It also ranks issues by business risk and  
correlates extensive context to help teams act fast to minimize potential damage. 

MITRE Strategy 2: Give the SOC the authority to do its job
SOCs gain greater authority when they can demonstrate their value. With Resolution Intelligence 
Cloud, SOCs can show their executive leadership teams the steps they are taking to protect 
the business, including the potential damage they’ve avoided. Plus, the platform boosts 
analyst effectiveness by up to 80%.

MITRE Strategy 3: Build a SOC structure to match your organizational needs 
It’s not about SecOps. It’s not about ITOps. It’s not about CloudOps. It’s about secure 
operations across all ops, which requires enhanced transparency and better use of data 
from across the entire organization to develop a common operational picture that helps 
make the business as secure and successful as possible.

MITRE Strategy 4: Hire and grow quality staff 
Another way to think about staffing is to automate what is automatable, thus freeing personnel 
from tedium and upleveling their skillset. This approach is not about more tools or more people 
but instead about making people more productive by using more data to gain more context to 
drive better decision-making. 

With Resolution Intelligence Cloud, organizations don’t need to hire more experts or train 
junior staff to perform basic monitoring and triage tasks. Instead, they’ll boost their current 
team’s effectiveness by automating basic tasks and freeing time for teams to focus on 
more complex, covert threats.
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MITRE Strategy 5: Prioritize incident response 
There was a time when a threat was a threat was a threat. Today, it’s impossible to 
address every alert (many of which can be false positives), or even every potential 
threat, because there are too many. Instead, SOCs need to be able to identify  
what situations are problematic and prioritize response, which requires context.  
Otherwise, alerts are just noise. 

To help, Resolution Intelligence Cloud contextualizes alerts so that analysts can better 
triage them and focus on those that are most urgent. The platform’s ActOns are signals 
in all the noise, telling analysts, “Hey, this needs your attention sooner rather than later.”

MITRE Strategy 6: Illuminate adversaries with cyber threat intelligence 
Resolution Intelligence Cloud includes first-source and third-party curated threat  
intelligence to provide insight into the threat landscape and point to possible risks,  
vulnerabilities, and exposures. In other words, it helps you ward off known threats, find 
lurking threats, and minimize damage.

MITRE Strategy 7: Select and collect the right data 

MITRE says it’s important to consider the trade-offs of too little data and too much data. 
But with Resolution Intelligence Cloud, SOCs can get data selection and collection just right, 
ingesting any amount of data from any source and storing it for a year without penalty. 

And once they get the data volume right, they can start to see the big picture. Resolution 
Intelligence Cloud uses 13 machine learning algorithms to connect dots and show an 
organization’s detection coverage on a heat map, identify risky behaviors, and discover 
pre-incident situations.

MITRE Strategy 8: Leverage tools to support analyst workflow 
MITRE recommends reducing the number of panes of glass that SOCS work in. With Resolution 
Intelligence Cloud, they can reduce that number to one.

Sitting at the apex of aggregation points like security information and event management 
(SIEM) and security orchestration, automation and response (SOAR) platforms, Resolution 
Intelligence Cloud glues everything together, contextualizes all telemetry data, and  
presents actionable insight based on real-time analytics. It lets analysts leverage the unique 
capabilities of security tools without needing to constantly pivot from tool to tool. 
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MITRE Strategy 9: Communicate clearly, collaborate often, share generously 
Within Resolution Intelligence Cloud, SOCs and IT can collaborate to manage cybersecurity  
as a business risk and reduce exposure to harm. They can dig deeper into incidents (and  
potential incidents) and instantly create virtual war rooms, pulling in the right personnel to  
share insights, timelines, comments, and decide the best course of action for critical issues.

MITRE Strategy 10: Measure performance to improve performance 
It’s important to set a baseline of where resources spend their time and energy — and what 
results they achieve. Resolution Intelligence Cloud can help SOCs identify and separate the 
mundane from the urgent by providing greater visibility across security and digital operations 
and prioritizing incidents based on risk to the business. With that complete operational picture, 
organizations can move to improve SOC and IT interoperability and functionality.

MITRE Strategy 11: Turn up the volume by expanding SOC functionality 
Once incident response is mature, MITRE suggests that SOCs enhance their programs with 
threat hunting, red teaming, deception, malware analysis, forensics, and tabletop exercises. 
These solutions are all about getting ahead of the threat and to that end, we would also suggest 
that SOCs consider adding other advanced technologies. Ones like Resolution Intelligence 
Cloud, which provides:

• More data to avoid the risk of filtering out signals that  
become important once combined with other signals.

• More analytics and machine learning to identify patterns  
that detection rules may miss.

• More automation to relieve alert fatigue and  
up-level analyst skill sets.
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Data in Context Is Everything  
to Security Operations 
Thirty-three years ago, NBC’s Tom Brokaw said, “The more you know 
about an impending disaster, the more likely you are to do something 
about it.” He wasn’t wrong. We would add that the more you know, the 
more likely you are to be able to respond quickly and appropriately,  
balancing risk, time, and cost.

MITRE Strategy 1: Know what you are protecting and why

THE CHALLENGE: Cybersecurity operations exist to support their organizations’  
missions, so they need context for the data that they see and the action they take.

The accelerated pace of business transformation is generating an explosion of  
infrastructure assets, applications, and data. We’re talking volumes of data that  
analysts must investigate to discover the most critical issues.

Too much information (TMI) is rarely a good thing — and many organizations struggle with 
having to limit the security data they ingest and store because it’s too expensive. On the 
flip side, if they don’t have all the relevant data — from assets, apps, and users — they’ll 
create blind spots and increase vulnerability. 

But what if you could turn TMI into a good thing, leveraging all your security data for 
threat forecasting and early detection without breaking the budget?

MITRE suggests that SOC teams start by developing better situational awareness1 
across five key areas:

• The business/mission (what to prioritize).

• Legal and regulatory environment (what you have to do).

• Technical and data environment (what you are monitoring).

• Users, user behaviors, and service interactions (also what you are monitoring).

• Threat (what adversaries are trying to do).

How do you develop situational awareness? With contextualized data. 
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Data silos create blind spots and impede situational awareness

Data is meaningless without context. Sure, your car’s blinking check engine light 
indicates there’s an “issue,” but it’s not enough to tell you whether this is an emergency that 
may cause your car to explode or just a heads up that it’s time for scheduled maintenance. 
In short, it’s not a complete picture.2 The complete picture requires more data, leading to 
situational awareness.

In the cyber world, situational awareness is the basis for sound decision-making  and improving 
outcomes. To establish it across security and digital operations, you need a common operational 
picture  — which is exactly what Resolution Intelligence Cloud provides.

If you can’t pinpoint a problem, how can you resolve it?

Resolution Intelligence Cloud applies real-time data analytics, context, and correlation to 
identify patterns and anomalies across hybrid infrastructures that predefined rules can’t.  
After all, to define a rule, you have to be aware of the threat.

Resolution Intelligence Cloud turns an abundance of security and digital operations data 
into actionable intelligence — a clear, contextualized picture and advanced risk scoring 
— that allows SOC teams to determine which situations are incidents, prioritize them, and 
make faster, better informed security decisions in collaboration with other key stakeholders.

This picture is not static and can change quickly. Resolution Intelligence Cloud’s machine 
learning capabilities constantly improve detection and automated responses over time to 
prevent or mitigate risks to mission-critical services — which vary by organization. As MITRE 
mentions, a legal firm may prioritize data confidentiality while a financial services company 
prioritizes data integrity, and a power company prioritizes availability and, literally, keeping 
the lights on.
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Not all data is created equal

All data is good, but it takes a lot of good data to get to the right data.

Historically, data ingestion, storage, and anything close to real-time analysis has been expensive. 
But without adequate data, not only from all security and operations telemetry but also over time, 
SOCs cannot determine when and if something is going wrong and how critical that something 
wrong may be.

The good news is that today, data intake doesn’t have to be limited or expensive. Leveraging 
Google Chronicle as its security data lake, Resolution Intelligence Cloud ingests and unifies  
security telemetry — across endpoints, applications, hybrid infrastructure, and user behavior — 
at petabyte scale, but at low cost, and provides “hot data” for a year. Telemetry that’s  
enriched with threat feeds, OSINT data, CVE information, and expert insights to provide 
even further granularity and context for investigation and triage. Thus, CISOs no longer 
have to choose between budgetary constraints and adequate security. They can scale to 
capture all the data they need.

What’s more, in a single console, the platform gives SOC teams actionable insights called 
ActOns. These highly contextualized, pre-incident tickets give analysts the information they 
need — including a business risk score based on likelihood, impact, and confidence — to 
drive informed decisions and actions, whether that’s proactively strengthening the organization’s 
security posture or hastening response and remediation across an expanding attack surface.

Give SOCs the Authority to Be a  
Top Business Priority
MITRE states that while SOCs perform critical work protecting their organizations, 
they are often underfunded and undervalued. SOCs should align with, protect,  
and support the business — and Resolution Intelligence Cloud can help.

MITRE Strategy 2: Give the SOC the authority to do its job

CHALLENGE: SOCs are on the front line in defending a constituency’s cyber assets. 
Where they are in the organizational structure, and how they are funded, directly impacts 
their ability to fulfill their mission.
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Every day, SOCs are responsible for protecting an increasingly complex organizational 
 infrastructure against sophisticated threat actors whose job is to find gaps, exploit vulnerabilities, 
breach networks, gain footholds, establish persistence, and steal, encrypt, or destroy valuable 
assets. That’s a lot to tackle without adequate funding and, more importantly, without sufficient 
authority to determine cyber-protection priorities.

But getting authority and funding requires that SOCs show value to the powers that control 
budgets. So how can a SOC leader assess value of something not happening and quantify 
it in currency?

No news is good news — until it’s not

The SecurityWeek article “Quantifying ROI in Cybersecurity Spend” shows how it’s not 
easyto place a value on cybersecurity, especially when nothing bad happens. Too often,  
executives see SOCs as cost centers, where a bunch of people seem to be sitting around 
not doing much. They begin to wonder what they are paying for, and CISOs begin to feel like 
fuse boxes, just waiting to get fired.

Put another way, CISOs are like goalies. People tend to remember goals scored, rather than 
goals saved. Inevitably, something will go wrong, a threat actor will score big, and fingers will 
point at CISOs, whether they had the latitude to make the save or not. It can seem like a no-win 
situation, and it’s one of the reasons MITRE wrote this book: The current system is broken.

In its 2022 Cyberthreat Defense Report, CyberEdge reported an upward trend of  
organizations allocating more of their IT budgets to information security, year over year, 
from 2018 and 2020 — from 12.1% to 12.8%3.  Over the next two years and despite no  
slowdown in emerging threats, that number leveled off to 12.7%. CyberEdge suggested  
a gating factor: Not enough skilled people to deploy and run new technologies.

A dearth of skilled people has several implications. Salaries go up as 
 businesses compete to hire skilled staff. SOCs can’t keep buying more 
tools and assume their current staff can manage them effectively. The  
more stressed the SOC staff are, the more likely they are to quit.

No one wants to spend money on security if they believe it could be better 
spent on business innovation and revenue-generating services. But also, 
there’s no game without defense — and with defenders in short supply, it’s a 
delicate balancing act.
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Awareness is life!

In his novel Anna Karenina, Tolstoy posits that every unhappy family is unhappy in its own way. 
The same could be said about unhappy SOCs. Every SOC has its own story, its unique challenges, 
but also, what seems to be a rather strange, universal barrier to success: A lack of authority to do 
its job. Ubiquitous or not, it’s a big enough problem for MITRE to call it out.

Now, imagine a world where SOCs and CISOs could more easily demonstrate their value. 
Where they could show executives the threats they are thwarting, the business disruption 
they are preventing, the dollars in lost business they are saving. Where they could provide the 
situational awareness needed to command authority and show that they are taking proactive 
steps to protect the business.

Authority and trust go a long way in creating and maintaining a happier and more effective 
team. Competent people like to make decisions, and good managers must give them the 
support and flexibility to do so. 

With Resolution Intelligence Cloud, they can. The platform ingests all of an organization’s 
security and operations data and empowers SOCs and their digital ops colleagues with 
a common operational picture that allows them — and in turn, their business leaders — to 
have situational awareness. With this complete picture, they can identify risky behaviors and 
pre-incident situations, rank them by business risk, and correlate extensive context to take fast, 
decisive action to minimize any potential damage. 

They can show their leadership the damage they’ve avoided — goals saved — which enables 
them to start quantifying value and assess business risk that the SOC addresses. And they can 
up-level their current staff, making them over 80% more effective and a lot less stressed, so 
that SOC leaders can get out of the hiring craze. 

A Prism of Data — Focused on  
Risk Management
As we dive into MITRE’s third strategy, you’ll see a pattern emerging:  
Secure operations require that everyone is working from the same data, 
aka a common operational picture.

MITRE Strategy 3: Build a SOC structure to match your organizational needs

CHALLENGE: What’s appropriate for one organization may not work for another;  
there are many models to build from.
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Cybersecurity is more than a technical problem, it’s an organizational problem. And while 
it’s not possible to have absolute protection in a connected world, you can lessen the 
odds and impact of cyberattacks by taking a risk-based, business-aligned approach to 
managing cybersecurity and building an effective SOC structure.

As per MITRE’s first strategy, organizations need to know what they are protecting and 
why. With that knowledge, they then need to dig deeper to understand where they are 
vulnerable — and the MITRE ATT&CK® Framework is a great resource for assessing risk. 

A global knowledge base of cyber adversary behavior compiled into a taxonomy of tactics 
and techniques across the threat lifecycle, ATT&CK takes a threat actor’s point of view to help 
organizations understand how the bad guys conceive, prepare for, and execute attacks. 

SOCs can use the ATT&CK taxonomy to understand the “footprint” of known, real-world 
attacks and identify where their organization may be vulnerable. Next, they can focus on 
minimizing the greatest risks in the most cost-effective manner to meet their business’ 
risk tolerance. 

For example, by implementing a platform like Resolution Intelligence Cloud, they can:

• Apply attack surface management (ASM) strategies and leverage threat research 
for more proactive identification and remediation of vulnerabilities on key assets.

• Detect patterns of risky behavior most relevant to your company, industry, and  
known exploits.

• Correlate events from multiple detection sources and use behavioral analytics 
not only to find and respond to threats more quickly, but also proactively shape  
and strengthen defenses.

• Gain the context to know if situations require action with ActOns.  
These highly contextualized, pre-incident tickets correlate 
detections, user and asset data,evidence, ATT&CK  
mapping, and graphs, reducing noise by 80% and saving  
analysts hours of research time. Prioritized by risk and 
impact to the business, ActOns let them — and by them, 
we mean all key stakeholders on a ticket — know where to 
focus their attention.
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Building situational awareness by bridging silos

“You can’t fight in here. This is the war room!” said  President Merkin Muffley.

Both iconic and ironic, the line from Dr. Strangelove is meant to amuse. But what if there were 
no fighting in war rooms? Like the virtual war rooms in Resolution Intelligence Cloud that 
you can initiate from the ActOn console. These war rooms streamline processes, eliminate 
redundant work, and most importantly, facilitate collaboration and faster decision-making 
across siloed departments. In these war rooms, everyone is on the same page, turning alert 
detections into actions with a focus on solving the most critical, confirmed issues first. In 
these war rooms, there’s no fighting — except against threat actors. 

Here are some examples of what happens in Resolution Intelligence Cloud’s ActOn 
war rooms:

• SOC experts chat with IT managers to shut down devices that are at risk. When  
another team member starts a shift, the handover is easy because conversations  
and actions are documented in one place.

• Service-provider security experts work directly with their customers, sharing  
insights and conferring on appropriate actions to take for swift resolution. 
They can review what happened — from ActOn to actions — to ensure there  
are no repeats.

• Converge people, process, and tools into cohesive and consolidated  
digital operations.
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Building the right structure for a modern SOC may require re-imagining and breaking down  
traditional constructs. It’s not about SecOps. It’s not about ITOps. It’s not about CloudOps. 
It’s about secure operations across all ops, which requires enhanced transparency and  
better use of data — the more, the better — from across the entire organization for a common 
operational picture that helps make the business as secure and successful as possible.

Data Is the Key to Growing Your Staff 
the Right Way
MITRE Strategy 4 highlights the “people problem” in security these 
days. Let’s take a look at the issue and ways to address it.

MITRE Strategy 4:Hire and grow quality staff

CHALLENGE: People are the most important aspect of operating 
a world-class SOC. Ensuring you have qualified staff — through 
training and recruitment — is key. 

Time is the great equalizer. No one gets more than 24 hours in a day, but many could use 
more, including SOC analysts. As threats increase in sophistication and the attack surface 
expands, their jobs are becoming more and more challenging. The question is, what can 
help? Hint: It’s not more tools.

Most companies have more than enough tools. The problem is not enough qualified experts 
to run them. While more tools provide more data, they also produce more noise, which has 
the knock-on effect of requiring someone to investigate every alert. Plus, each tool has to be  
configured, integrated, and managed in the stack. What a chore, and what a bore.  

Talented, well-trained security analysts are in high demand but short supply — and those 
who understand the tools and your environments aren’t easy to find. If you give them the 
tedious, stressful, time-consuming job of investigating every alert — which is ultimately, 
ineffective — you’re going to lose them.
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Humans and machines—together in perfect harmony

MITRE says hire and grow staff. Due to the skills shortage, you’re 
better off developing existing talent than trying to hire a lot more 
staff — which isn’t a sustainable business model anyway.

Another way to think about it is using a new approach that  
automates what is automatable, thus freeing staff from tedium  
and upleveling their skillset. One that’s not about more tools 
or more people but instead centers on making people more  
productive by leveraging the power of more data and using  
that data effectively and efficiently. 

It may sound counter-intuitive at first. Why give SOC analysts more to wade through when 
they’re already overwhelmed? But more data — in fact, the more, the better — provides more 
context, which drives faster, better decision-making. 

The key is in leveraging a platform like Resolution Intelligence Cloud. It applies advanced 
analytics and machine learning across all security and operations data to enable machines 
to do what they do best — for example, sift through large volumes of data to find warning 
signs — and humans to do what they do best: get creative and solve the hard problems.

With Resolution Intelligence Cloud, organizations don’t need to hire more experts or train 
junior staff to perform basic monitoring and triage tasks. Instead, they’ll boost their current 
team’s effectiveness and job satisfaction by using the platform to automate those basic 
tasks, identify pre-incident situations, see where to focus because the platform ranks 
ActOns by business risk, and correlate extensive content for proactive resolution.

ActOns are like built-in experience for everyone. They provide all the information teams 
need in one place, sparing people the time and effort of investigating to gain situational 
awareness. ActOns distill data from a wide range of sources, much like Google Maps uses 
real-time data on traffic patterns, construction delays, speed traps, and more to update 
routes and offer the quickest, most fuel-efficient option.

In short, the platform makes time for teams to uncover and focus on more complex, covert 
threats. You know, those hard, mission-critical problems. It also frees time for them to learn 
new skills or train junior analysts on the skills required to become senior analysts. For hybrid 
operations, where personnel may be responsible for the ops gamut — NetOps, CloudOps, 
SecOps — there’s an opportunity to improve security proficiency. Again, the objective is not 
eliminating jobs, but upleveling them.
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Using Cyber Threat Intelligence  
in Context to Prevent and 
 Withstand Threats
MITRE Strategy 5: Prioritize incident response 

The fifth strategy in MITRE’s book counsels organizations to prioritize incident response (IR) by 
defining response steps and escalation paths and codifying them in operating procedures and 
playbooks. Netenrich couldn’t agree more. 

One of the primary challenges of creating playbooks is that you need to start with effective 
operating procedures that you can turn into playbooks. That’s where many organizations struggle. 

SOAR technology helps coordinate, perform, and automate incident response. There are some 
excellent products out there for automating your playbooks, like Google’s Chronicle SOAR  
(formerly Siemplify), which we’ve integrated with our Resolution Intelligence Cloud platform. 

Resolution Intelligence Cloud provides extensive context — correlated alert, asset, user, and 
related data — to Chronicle SOAR, enabling smarter and faster resolution.

However, since playbooks aren’t our focus, let’s jump to strategy 6 to discuss the key 
role cyber threat intelligence plays in response. 
 
MITRE Strategy 6:Illuminate adversaries with cyber threat intelligence

CHALLENGE: Finding malicious activity and other traces of  adversaries can be challenging. SOCs 
need to be proactive and identify threats before they enter their constituency’s environment. 

MITRE says, “Analysis and tailoring of CTI and establishing context enables the SOC to prioritize 
the actions of detection and prevention to conserve resources, honing the effectiveness of 
SOC operations.”4 

Once more, we agree, and we’d like to call out the importance of using context to prioritize actions. 

Finding malicious activity and mapping threats against assets isn’t easy, especially when  
assets are frequently coming on and offline, and when asset information isn’t integrated with 
security data. Threat intel helps solve this problem by providing insight into the threat 
landscape and pointing to possible risks, vulnerabilities, and exposures. In other words, 
you can focus on warding off known threats and minimizing their damage.
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It’s crucial — and extremely challenging — to determine whether a specific piece of  
intelligence applies to a situation or asset. For that, you need context that enables  
you to determine the risk the intelligence poses to your organization.

To “conserve resources, honing the effectiveness of SOC operations” as MITRE advises, you 
need to focus on the intelligence that poses the greatest risk. Which begs the question, how 
do you figure that out? The key questions you need to answer are: 

1. Is this intelligence relevant to my organization, users, assets, etc.?  
Which ones and how important are they to the business? 

2. What is the potential impact of the intel?

3. What is the likelihood of that impact happening?

4. What is my confidence in the intel?

Context gives you a greater understanding of threats in terms of the risks they pose, their 
potential impact, and the potential damage they could cause. Context helps organizations 
prioritize action and fine-tune investigations to find the root cause of urgent problems and 
plug holes faster. 

But how do you make threat intel and context actionable?
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Resolution Intelligence makes intel and context actionable

Resolution Intelligence Cloud makes context actionable. Because our focus at Netenrich  
is secure operations — not just security or detection — the platform reveals the context you 
need to optimize SOC operations effectiveness.

Organizations can be much more effective if, for example, they know whether an attack is  
targeting a high-value business resource or a more isolated, non-critical asset. With   
Resolution Intelligence Cloud, they can automatically discover and tag assets according  
to business importance. What’s more, they can map known threats against any asset to see 
where the organization may not have sufficient log coverage for early detection — even for  
a particular known threat.

Resolution Intelligence Cloud illustrates detection coverage so you can visualize external  
threat exposure and severity, mapping an organization’s security posture to the MITRE  ATT&CK 
framework. This “lay of the land” overview shows risky behaviors, threats, and pre-incident   
situations correlated with information on related events, assets, and users. 

Using advanced data analytics and machine learning, the platform provides ActOns — curated, 
contextual data including threat intel and related alerts, assets, and user data — that let analysts 
know which situations require immediate attention and, just as importantly, which don’t. They aid 
security analysts in effectively responding to intel and suspicious activity before damage or  
disruption can occur.

Focus on adversaries instead of incidents 

You can only prevent what you know. For example, data from solutions like endpoint  
detection and response solutions (EDRs) and SOARs lets organizations see what 
has occurred. But as MITRE says, the right threat intelligence in the right context  
gives organizations a proactive edge.

Resolution Intelligence Cloud not only helps you take proactive measures in response to threat 
intel, but as threats evolve, it also helps you predict future adversary behavior and prepare to 
withstand potential attacks.

So you have the context and framework you need to take advantage of threat intelligence to 
illuminate adversaries — and stop them. 
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The Goldilocks Principle of  Security  
Data Collection: How to Get It Just Right
While strategy 6 focuses on cyber threat intelligence data, strategy 7 
discusses log and sensor data — in other words, the largest chunk of  
data a SOC collects. At its core, this strategy is about balance. First 
through totality; and then, specificity. 

MITRE Strategy 7: Select and collect the right data

CHALLENGE: Most constituencies generate more digital data than a SOC 
can possibly process and act upon. 

When it comes to data selection and collection, MITRE states it’s important to “consider 
 the trade-offs of too little data (and therefore, not having the relevant information available)  
and too much data (such that tools and analysts become overwhelmed).”

Ugh. Trade-offs.

May miss relevant 
data & alerts; 

value of the tool’s 
output may not 

justify its total 
cost of ownership

Reached the peak 
amount of the 
data the tool and 
analysts can process, 
without exceeding 
their capabilities

Analysts and tools are 
overwhelmed; signal 
is lost in the noise

D
at

a 
Va

lu
e

Amount of Data ( Events/Day)

Balancing Data Volume with Value
Finding the right balance. Source: 11 Strategies of a World-class Cybersecurity Operations Center, MITRE, 2022.
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Most companies are either collecting too much or too little data — the right balance 
seemingly as elusive as a perfect porridge. But what if, like Goldilocks, you could get data 
collection just right? No trade-offs, no concessions. Just the right data at the right time in 
the right context. It is possible.

Not all data sources are created equal

MITRE also says, “For both detecting and confirming intrusions, data and instrumentation 
from endpoints are generally considered more informative and provide more clarity than 
data from network traffic.” In short, you have to carefully consider data sources.

Regardless of whether you’re an enterprise, MSSP, or MDR services provider, if you’re collecting 
network telemetry, for example, from a network detection and response (NDR) solution, an EDR 
platform, or a web application firewall (WAF), you need to collect the right information. For 
example, if you’re a financial institution, you need to know that the tools you have in place are 
providing adequate coverage and protection against adversaries targeting your specific industry.

But given the fast-evolving sophistication and relentlessness of threat actors, you don’t 
necessarily know in advance what data is most relevant. Clearly, if you filter the data you 
collect and/or don’t store it for enough time, you risk important data gaps that disable you 
from detecting patterns in that data. Trust us, threat actors love to hide in these data gaps.

Why limit the security data you collect? Typically, it’s because of budget and technology. 
When your costs soar as you ingest more data and store it for longer, you have to impose 
limits. Plus, there’s the issue of managing and making sense of the data. Many tools don’t help. 
They’re notoriously slow for large queries required for threat hunting and threat detection. 
Or the data isn’t real time, so you’re late to the party before you even get started. And most 
teams don’t have the necessary data science skills.

What if you could easily and cost-effectively collect all your data so  
you knew you had the right data over sufficient time? And what if 
you had the technology to make sense of all that data — without 
having to hire a team of security experts with PhDs in data science?  
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Unlimited but cost-effective data collection

With Resolution Intelligence Cloud, you can have your data and eat it, too — that is, you 
can make sense of it to accomplish your security goals. Ingest any amount of data you 
need from any source. Store it hot for a year. That means storing data from across all 
security and digital operations without penalty — either in terms of ingestion expense 
or analyst overload.

Get sub-second response on petabytes and run data analytics out-of-the-box without 
hiring data scientists. Benefit from a no-code machine learning toolkit. The platform 
enables your existing team to do even more because they have the actionable insights, 
evidence, and information they need at their fingertips. 

With the correct data volume and right tooling, you can start to see the big picture — 
especially if you leverage Resolution Intelligence Cloud. The platform uses 13 machine 
learning algorithms to connect the dots and display an organization’s detection coverage 
on a heat map, identify risky behaviors, and discover situations — before they become 
 incidents — prioritized by risk to the business based on impact, likelihood, and confidence. 
So you and your team know where to focus to keep digital operations secure.

Again, it’s all about balance. Too much data = too hot. Too little data = too cold.   
Resolution Intelligence Cloud = just right. 

A Single Pane of Glass Provides a Clear 
View for Security Operations
Previous MITRE strategies stressed the importance of collecting the right data 
— both threat intelligence (external) and log/sensor data (internal) — from the 
right tools.

While MITRE concedes that every tool and piece of data can add value, it also states that 
integration is crucial to deriving the most value. Thus, SOCs should look to bring all tools 
and data together  into a single architecture that supports analyst workflow. 

MITRE Strategy 8:Leverage tools to support analyst workflow

CHALLENGE: SOCs bring vast amounts of disparate data together into an information 
architecture. Analysts need to be able to quickly evaluate the data, turn the data into 
information, and use the information to fulfill their mission. 
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There is no one-size-fits-all workflow management solution. Depending on size and 
maturity, an organization may turn to a SOAR solution, a SIEM platform, a combination 
of a SOAR and a SIEM, or a mix of other threat detection and case management tools. 

MITRE discusses at length the abilities, benefits, and shortcomings of several 
tools, but also states that “reducing the number of panes of glass and providing 
integration between them is the best strategy with an emphasis on automation 
and integration for repeated tasks, escalation, and incident handling.”

The goal is to provide analysts with information they can use immediately and 
effectively, without distracting or exhausting them, without requiring extensive 
training — and without busting budgets.

SOAR vs. SIEM vs. other tools: What pane of glass is the best pane of glass?

SOARs can integrate with a variety of disparate systems to collect threat data 
and automate repeatable processes. SIEMs can be used for threat detection and 
hunting, incident analysis, workflow and escalation, configuration monitoring, and 
more. Both are used as aggregation points for different tools and platforms.

So, why not choose one of these as the single pane of glass?

To begin, some traditional SIEMs have failed to deliver on their promises to increase 
visibility, enable detection of security events, and support incident response. They 
don’t ingest all the data you need in a cost-effective, actionable, or timely way.  
Moreover, as MITRE points out, “Some SOCs struggle to realize the value proposition 
of SIEM, in large part due to their complexity, as effective correlation rule writing 
and upkeep can be resource consuming.” 

For SOARS, it’s much the same story. Though they can integrate with other tools, it’s 
not easy to do so. Integration requires technical expertise to implement and manage. 
Plus, SOARs orchestrate response. They don’t detect threats or determine where the 
greatest security risks to the business are. 

Bottom line, SOARs and SIEMs require a deft, often cost-prohibitive touch to reap  
maximum benefits.
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From a single pane of glass comes a common operational picture

Despite shortcomings of certain solutions, the notion of an aggregation point remains 
important — because perspective and visibility matter, visibility across all digital operations. 
And if fewer panes are better, wouldn’t that single pane of glass across security and digital 
operations still be the best option?

As illustrated below, Resolution Intelligence Cloud sits at the apex of aggregation 
points — not only gluing everything together, but also sifting through, correlating, and 
contextualizing all telemetry data, at petabyte scale and Google speed. Resolution 
Intelligence Cloud dramatically reduces alert noise, presenting actionable insight and 
evidence based on real-time analytics of both security and operations data as well as 
asset and user data.

With it, SOCs gain a complete operational picture and thus, the situational awareness  
needed to identify true threats and drive the right action based on business risk. 

Using the platform, SOC teams can leverage the unique capabilities and strengths of 
each security tool without needing to continually pivot between tools. They can  
directly dig deeper into alerts to investigate further and as necessary, establish war 
rooms, where they can instantly collaborate (or escalate) with key stakeholders — 
including digital operations and business stakeholders — to decide the best course of 
action (incident handling) for high-priority alerts.
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Bonus! Resolution Intelligence Cloud stores petabytes of data for a long time

Most security tools offer neither petabyte scale nor long-term telemetry retention — 
and most that do charge you for all that data and availability. But to find threats, SOCs 
need scale, data over time, and speed — especially since the average time to identify 
and contain a data breach is 277 days.5  (To put that into perspective, the average 
gestation period for a human is 266 days.)

Historical hot data allows them to retrace an attacker’s steps to understand exactly 
what happened with an incident. For instance, how attackers gained access to the 
network, where they went, and what they may have exfiltrated, damaged, or deleted.  
If stored telemetry data is limited, SOCs may never learn exactly how an incident 
started — or worse, may miss threats or incidents altogether, especially those with 
long dwell times. Either way, insufficient data limits their ability to forecast threats 
and prevent future incidents. 

Resolution Intelligence Cloud ingests and analyzes petabytes of data at speed,  
uses machine learning and behavioral analytics to find potential incidents and  
actual incidents — ActOns — so SOC analysts know where to focus. Plus, it 
automates level-1 and level-2 tasks.

Threats are growing and changing:
Constant, more sophisticated, more costly

28%
Increase breaches
2022 Q3 vs 2021 Q3

45%
Of breaches 
are cloud based

$9.44m
Avg. cost of breach (US)
+12.7% YoY

277 days
Average time 
to respond

Cannot hire enough 
trained people

Soaring costs 
and risks

Data problem:
velocity & volume

Sources: (1)  Check Point Research, Nov.202, (2) The Cost of a Data Breach Report, 2022, Ponemon Instiute and IBM
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Resolution Cloud Intelligence puts MITRE’s “best strategy” into action by:

• Getting SOCs to one single pane of glass.

•  Providing integration between technologies.

•  Storing all your telemetry, hot, for a year without penalty.

•  Identifying what matters most and reducing alert noise so analysts  
 know where to focus.

•  Automating level-1 and level-2 tasks.

In short, the platform provides analysts with information they can use  
immediately and effectively, without distracting or exhausting them,  
without requiring extensive training — and without busting budgets.

How to Improve Cross-functional 
Collaboration Between the SOC and IT
As MITRE points out in strategy 9, cross-functional communication is key to a 
SOC’s success.

To support workflow processes, tools must integrate, and SOC teams must communicate 
and collaborate — not only among themselves, but also with the entire organization. Sounds 
simple enough, but it’s surprisingly difficult to do effectively. Any failure to communicate can 
mean a failure to adequately secure the business. 

MITRE Strategy 9: Communicate clearly, collaborate often, share generously

CHALLENGE: No matter how well-funded or well-staffed a SOC is, SOC teams  
can never know everything about the cyber threats and vulnerabilities the organization  
faces. Collaboration — both internal and external — can provide valuable insight. 

Collaboration across functional areas may seem obvious, but traditionally, SOCs and 
IT departments have worked separately from one another. While SOCs focused on 
detecting, investigating, and responding to threats, IT focused on meeting the daily 
operational needs of the business. And rarely the twain did meet … but it is critical that 
they do, now more than ever.
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Source: “11 Strategies of a World-class Cybersecurity Operations Center,” MITRE, 2022.

As stated in MITRE’s first strategy, security analysts must know what they are protecting 
and why. By understanding their organization’s mission and how the organization 
works to achieve it, they can better understand which assets and data are most critical 
to the business. 

And how does this happen? By working across functions, collaborating with the IT 
operations team and other relevant parties to develop situational awareness to better 
coordinate actions and base decisions on what the business is telling them. 

A single pane of glass to manage cybersecurity

Machines can automate certain tasks, but we need humans to solve the tough problems,  
to account for subtleties, situations, and business drivers. Another reason to focus 
on collaboration: If one mind is great, think about the power of brainstorming  
across departments.

With Resolution Intelligence Cloud, SOC and IT teams can collaborate within a single 
pane of glass to manage cybersecurity as a business risk and reduce exposure to harm. 
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• Within the SOC. The Resolution Intelligence Cloud platform promotes and  
supports communication with ActOns. Again, these are a correlated set of 
events, user data, and asset data that contains contextual information needed to 
determine that there is an incident and/or resolve one or more related incidents.   
The platform’s war rooms enable secure collaboration among colleagues  
at any time to resolve ActOns. This makes it easy to bring together incident  
responders and the cyber threat intelligence team to share analytics and  
other information, even across shifts.

• With stakeholders and constituents. Resolution Intelligence Cloud  
dashboards can provide good data for stakeholders and executives,  
for example, identifying areas of vulnerability as assets go on and offline  
that can be proactively addressed. 

• With the broader cyber community. Resolution Intelligence Cloud includes  
Netenrich’s first-source and third-party curated threat intelligence. Additionally,  
Netenrich provides Threat Analytics Services tailored to customers’ needs.

Remember, there’s no fighting in war rooms

Security analysts can instantly create a war room from the ActOn console. Here, they can 
pull in the right experts and stakeholders — other SOC analysts, constituents from across 
the business, heads of business units, and/or third parties — to share insights and discuss 
appropriate actions for a swift resolution to the most critical, confirmed issues. For example, 
SOC teams and IT managers may need to collaborate to weigh the pros and cons of shutting 
down at-risk devices, then document what actions they take.

Moreover, if a breach occurs, the stakeholder teams can also invite individuals from legal, 
 human resources, whatever business unit may be invested in the investigation and outcomes. 

All in all, this shared situational awareness is good for security and good for the business.

Resolution Intelligence Cloud: Where people, tools, and processes converge

Resolution Intelligence Cloud is valuable for employee shift changes. When a team 
member starts his or her shift, Resolution Intelligence Cloud makes the handover easy 
with all case notes, conversations, and actions documented in one place. Incoming 
analysts can quickly get the lay of the land and know what to address first. At the same 
time, parting analysts can rest easy, no longer needing to worry if they’ve forgotten to 
share some vital piece of information.

In short, it’s a seamless, stress-free transfer of information — on a need-to-know basis. 
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Amp up Security: MITRE’s SOC Strategies  
Go to 11. But Can We Go Higher?
MITRE Strategy 10: Measure performance to improve performance

It’s important to set a baseline of where resources spend their time and energy — and 
what results they achieve. Resolution Intelligence Cloud can help with this by providing 
visibility — the complete operational picture across security and operations — and the 
ability to prioritize incidents based on risk to the business (identifying and separating the 
mundane from the urgent). With that baseline established, organizations can then move 
to improve SOC and IT interoperability and functionality.

MITRE Strategy 11:Turn up the volume by expanding SOC functionality

CHALLENGE: Cyber adversaries are continually evolving, and technology changes rapidly. 
SOCs need to keep pace.

MITRE suggests that once incident response is mature, SOCs should enhance their programs 
with threat hunting, red teaming, deception, malware analysis, forensics, and tabletop 
exercises. Any of these can improve the likelihood of finding sophisticated adversaries.

We would add that there are already other, more advanced technologies to consider 
because they provide:

• More data in real time, over time, avoiding the risk of filtering out signals that turn 
out to be important when combined with other signals.

• More analytics and machine learning to identify patterns from disparate data 
sources over time, beyond what detection rules may miss.

• More automation to relieve alert fatigue and up-level analyst skill sets.

• More effectiveness, enabling analysts to move beyond a reactive, whack-a-mole  
approach to closing tickets and instead, focus on proactively avoiding vulnerabilities, 
predicting potential threats, and identifying where to focus first to minimize damage 
when incidents occur.
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Endnotes
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Situation_awareness Situational awareness: The perception of environmental elements and events with 

respect to time or space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their future status.
 2 Common operational picture (COP): A single identical display of relevant information shared by more than one command. A common  

operational picture facilitates collaborative planning and assists all echelons to achieve situational awareness. Source: Joint Publication [JP] 3-0.
 3 “2022 Cyberthreat Defense Report,” CyberEdge.
4  11 Strategies of a World-class Cybersecurity Operations Center, MITRE, 2022
5 “Cost of a Data Breach Report 2022,” IBM Security.

Resolution Intelligence Cloud does all of the above, today

Using first-source and third-party curated threat intelligence, the platform crawls the web 
and weaves together indicators of compromise (IoCs) associated with new threats. If it 
detects a high rate of similar IoCs, it searches for real-time and historical context — note, it’s 
important to be able to store data for an extended period — to determine if there’s been a 
breach. By taking this proactive step, SOCs can start to get ahead of threats, mitigating  
malicious compromises before they can cause damage.

And getting ahead is really what strategy 11 is all about. To beat the bad guys, you need 
to innovate, go beyond traditional constructs, and rethink how to run both security and 
IT operations.

Resolution Intelligence Cloud makes noise by lessening noise

Resolution Intelligence Cloud is not just another technology platform, but a new way 
to run security and IT operations at scale and speed. Purpose-built to enable  
operational resilience, it not only improves threat detection and response but also  
availability and performance. 

In short, Resolution Intelligence Cloud is a strategy in and of itself that helps SOCs 
implement and amp nearly all of MITRE’s recommendations and ultimately, transform  
and optimize both security and IT operations to deliver better business results.
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www.netenrich.com

Netenrich boosts the effectiveness of organizations’ security and digital  

operations so they can avoid disruption and manage risk. Its Resolution  

Intelligence Cloud is a native cloud data analytics platform for enterprises  

and service providers that need highly scalable, multitenant secure incident 

and event management (SIEM) with advanced analytics to provide actionable 

 insights to act on. The platform leverages Google Chronicle as its fast,  

scalable security data lake. Resolution Intelligence Cloud transforms security 

and operations data into intelligence that organizations can act on before  

critical issues occur. More than 3,000 customers and managed services  

providers rely on Netenrich to deliver secure operations at scale and speed. 
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